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Customer Challenge addressed
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Nearsoft has been building software for the past 15 years with an increased focus in software 
integration for the last 6 years. It was through our development of Trello integrations that the 
Freshworks Solutions partner program was introduced to us by Freshdesk engineers. We too saw 
great potential to bring together both platforms to support efficient workflows for customer 
success teams around the globe and we got started! 

We created the Trello app to work with Freshdesk to provide organizations with an easy way to 
synchronize tickets with Trello boards. The main goal is to enable a smooth flow of communication 
and updates of important data that your cross-functional teams need in order to provide 
exceptional sales, IT and customer support for your organization’s external or internal clients.

Over the last 24 months we have seen more than 700 organizations from all over the world use the 
Trello app for Freshdesk in a variety areas ranging from operations to sales, from accounting to IT, 
to management and customer support. We are thrilled to we help companies such as 
Stackoverflow, Warby Parker,  Milton Academy, Nutrivend, Coinfield and Horizon Solar Power create 
simple workflows to support their daily communication activities to deliver engaging business 
processes.

Talking with the Freshdesk Customer Success team we found out that in today’s competitive 
environment you need to build processes that can scale with your organization’s needs. Scalability 
is something that every company faces during growth periods when you begin having more 
customers to support and more leads to follow up. When growth happens you need to prepare 
your teams with a tool that can provide them with all the necessary information to interact with the 
clients. This will enable them to engage with customers beyond an online transactional layer. Now 
more than ever, clients want to have meaningful interactions that solve their needs; in order to do 
this your teams need the data and context around individual clients.

“The Trello app has been a great addition to the Freshdesk platform. 
Our support team saves valuable time by creating bug reports with 
one click instead of having to copy information back and forth 
between systems”.

Joel Bradley - Customer support manager at Stackoverflow



We have seen that support teams on average report status updates 
twice per week on open tickets, giving customer success teams a 
better view on how issues with clients are being handled. 

Build an Emotional Layer When Communicating with your Customer

Weekly usage stats
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When we started engaging with our Trello app users, we saw that connecting with customers at an 
emotional level can led to concrete monetary gains. Such gains included a decrease in the amount 
of time it took teams to collaborate, an increase in the frequency of use of the product, and an 
increased amount purchased from sales engagements, among others. All of these gains were a 
direct result of connecting Trello with customer support teams in Freshdesk.

“Again, thank you so much for putting this Freshdesk power-up 
together, it has already saved me and my team a generous amount of 
time syncing up the two applications”.

Kate Berrios - Horizon Solar Power
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Engaging help desk process
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With our tool, your team can build an emotional layer through a deep understanding of what your 
customer needs are at any given moment in your support and sales process, which then increases 
your chances of building a valuable customer.

Clients that have been using the Freshdesk Power-up, and have built an engaging help desk 
process with their clients, they average 4 to 5 ticket updates per week, opposed to 1 or 2 updates 
a week. The support agent is always in the loop with updates that include moving Trello cards from 
lists, attaching Freshdesk tickets to cards, assigning Trello users to a card and attaching images or 
documents to a card and creating To-Do lists for cards that reflect on the Freshdesk ticket.

Feedback loops are a key asset to create engaged customers and for your teams to understand 
what your users love or hate about your product. As Paul Graham, the founder of Y Combinator 
advised, “Find 100 people that love you, it is better to have 100 that love you than 1 million that sort 
of like you.” His words of wisdom guided the Airbnb founders before they became a multi-billion 
dollar company. At Nearsoft, we truly believe that having support workflows that better enable 
communication is one of the key components to building feedback loops in organizations.

How Has the Integration Helped Customers?



You begin building an emotional layer with your customers by having the right information  at the 
right time when interacting with them. With the right tool to do so, you can go beyond the 
transactional layer and start building trust as part of the customer support process.

Michele Fleury - Customer Support and Compliance Manager at Coinfield

“Whenever any questions spring, the Nearsoft team was ever prompt 
and effective treating any request. Utilizing Trello platform benefited 
my team and myself to coordinate better all tasks and projects we 
currently produce. Additionally, by providing integration with 
Freshdesk Customer Support and additional systems, it opened the 
possibility to have everything handy and sharp. Nearsoft team 
delivers excellent support and platform to its users”.
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More data, more context



Being able to provide context is an important aspect of team collaboration. Through the 
development of the Trello app for Freshdesk we have come to understand how supporting 
documentation helps all parties involved in solving business challenges.

Working with more than 700 businesses to implement better workflows has revealed the following 
insights:
 • Teams use Trello cards for small tasks and keeping the business process more agile while  
 using Freshdesk  as a communication hub for all parties involved in solving an issue.
 • Documents provide support for complex explanations for agents that need to update the  
 customer or lead.
 • Images and videos are used to give agents the necessary context and are an easy way to  
 describe expected outcomes and provide clarity for outstanding situations.

Developing the Trello & Freshdesk integration has been fairly easy. The CLI tools included in both 
SDK1 (original version) & SDK2 (mint version) include a set of tasks to lint the code, serve the 
application for development with event simulations, and build the application for production.

SDK1 and SDK2 share many similarities between them, it’s really easy to jump from one to the other 
in order to target all users in their preferred version of Freshdesk. Both versions of the SDK have 
Data Storage API’s, Serverless API’s, UI API’s, Request API’s and so on, with slight changes between 
them, and of course, improvements for SDK2.  We have a Slack channel available to contact 
Freshdesk’s team in case we need any help with their API’s.

Once the code is ready, building the app for production is as simple as a single command in the 
CLI. Through the developer portal, we can install our own app as a Custom App in our Freshdesk 
instance to enable our QA team to test it.

When we consider an app to be ready to be launched, we request to publish it through the 
developer portal. We benefit from Freshdesk’s QA process consisting of code review and usability 
testing of the app itself. This has turned out to be a great source of feedback for the 
SoftwareDevTools team and it allows us to deliver the best experience for our users.

Extending the SDK’s capabilities to adapt to our work process has been an easy task. It has allowed 

Why Did We Choose the Freshworks Platform?
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We look forward to partnering again with Freshworks. We will to facilitate data synchronization with 
key platforms that Customer and Sales support teams leverage in their daily activities; this is why we 
just launched the Dynamics 365 app for Freshdesk which is now available through the Freshdesk 
Marketplace!

With the Dynamics 365 app you can filter any data you want to import from your Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM into Freshdesk. Your support and sales teams can now have real time updated 
information from your clients. You can also view account and organization information inside 
Freshdesk whenever a change occurs in your CRM.

Also in the works is the Freshservice Power-up and Trello app for Freshservice. Expect to see it 
before the end of the year! If you’re interested in receiving a beta invite, email us at 
hello@softwaredevtools.com and we will be sure to add you to the beta group!

us to support different environments for development, staging and production. The development 
team leverages the use of naming conventions in our application bundles, and other tasks aligned 
to the way the team is used to work.

We've enjoyed working with the Freshdesk team and their platform. It's great reaching users 
through it and seeing them happy about how we've improved their help desk workflow.

What holds for the Future with Freshworks?
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